INTRODUCTION { s-1
A consecutive-k-out-of-n:F system consists of a sequence of n ordered components where each component either func- Now, we derive the 0 ( n . k) algorithm for circular consecutivek-out-of-n:F systems by (1):
In (2), we need to generate:
R~( 3 , n -k + l ) , ..., RL(3,n-1); ...; RL(k+l,n-l) 
i = n -k + 2 r=n
The Hwang [4] recursive O ( n ) algorithm can be expressed as:
While computing RL ( 1 ,n) , we also get RL( 1,l) , RL ( 1,2) , . . . , RL( 1 ,n -1 ) ; that is important. Using this property, we can 
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